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Brenda L. Gunn*

Moving Beyond Rhetoric: Working Toward
Reconciliation Through Self-Determination

The settlement of the residential school system class action and the creation of
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada have renewed discussions on
the relationship between Indigenous peoples and the Crown as part of achieving
reconciliation. This article argues that promoting reconciliation in Canada requires
addressing the underlying issue that led to the residential school system: the
unilateral imposition ofcolonial lawwith the goal ofassimilating Indigenous peoples.
The best way to prevent such actions in the future requires realizing Indigenous
peoples right to self-determination. The U.N. Declaration, with its recognition of
Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination, provides a framework that can be
used to work toward reconciliation and reset the relationship between Indigenous
peoples and the Crown.

Le r~glement du recours collectif dans le dossier des pensionnats indiens et la
creation de la Commission de verit6 et de reconciliation relative aux pensionnats
indiens (CVR) du Canada ont ranim les discussions sur la relation entre les
peuples autochtones et IEtat en vue dune reconciliation. L'auteure avance que
la promotion de la r~conciliation au Canada exige la r6solution des probl~mes
sous-jacents qui ont mene J la creation du systeme de pensionnats indiens:
I'imposition unilaterale par IEtat de la loi coloniale dans le but d'assimiler les
peuples autochtones. La meilleure faon d'emp~cher que de telles situations
se reproduisent est de comprendre le droit des peuples autochtones a
I'autod~termination.La Declaration des Nations Unies et sa reconnaissance du
droit j I'autod6terminationdes peuples autochtones offre un cadre qui peut 6tre
utilis6 pour arriver la r6conciliation et pour renouer la relation entre les peuples
autochtones et I'Etat.
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Introduction
The settlement of the residential school system class action and the work
of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) have created another
opportunity to have national conversations about reconciliation between
Indigenous peoples and Canada.' The TRC's work was to be "forward
looking in terms of rebuilding and renewing Aboriginal relationships and
the relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Canadians" and
thus opened space for dialogue (and, it was hoped, action) on resetting
the relationship between Indigenous peoples and Canada.' The promise
of the TRC has yet to come to fruition as their work focused mostly on
the telling of truth. This article argues that to move beyond the mere
rhetoric of reconciliation, the underlying issue that led to the residential
school system must be addressed: the unilateral imposition of colonial law
which asserted control over Indigenous peoples against their will. This
article argues that the process of realizing self-determination is a critical
component of the path toward reconciliation because it addresses the
I. See the Residential School settlement website: <www.residentialschoolsettlement.ca/english
index.html>.
2.
Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Mandate, online: TRC <www.trc.ca/websites/
trcinstitution/index.php?p=7>.
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underlying causes of the residential school system by ensuring space for
Indigenous peoples to regain control of and determine their own futures.
The TRC was not the first attempt at reconciliation in Canada's history.
Previous attempts have failed to undo the damage caused by colonial
laws. For example, the recognition of Aboriginal and treaty rights in the
Constitution failed to reset the relationship between Indigenous peoples
and the Crown.' The mandated negotiations to flesh out Indigenous
peoples' right to self-government failed to achieve clarity or consensus
on the matter,4 leaving the courts great latitude to determine the extent of
Indigenous peoples' right to self-government.5
Another widely known lost opportunity was the Report of the Royal
Commission on AboriginalPeoples, which made many recommendations
to restructure the relationship between Indigenous peoples and the
Crown. 6 Despite the failure to implement the recommendations, the report
remains an important resource for addressing foundational questions on
the relationship between Indigenous peoples and Canada if considered in
light of developments in international law in the last few decades regarding
Indigenous peoples' rights.
. To move beyond rhetoric, we must take advantage of the opening for
dialogue and action on reconciliation provided by the TRC to address the
foundational questions of the relationship between Indigenous peoples
and Canada. This article argues that reconciliation is not about integrating
Indigenous people into the Canadian mainstream, but rather is an ongoing
process: "the coming together of things that once were united but have
been torn apart; a return to or recreation of the status quo ante, whether
real or imagined." 7 Reconciliation in Canada should focus on enhancing a
harmonious and cooperative relationship "based on principles of justice,
democracy, respect for human rights, non-discrimination and good faith."8
3.
ConstitutionAct, 1982, s 35, being Schedule B to the CanadaAct 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11.
4.
Bryan Schwartz, First Principles,Second Thoughts: AboriginalPeoples, ConstitutionalReform
and CanadianStatecraft (Montreal: Institute for Research on Public Policy, 1986) at 353.
5.
R v Pamajewon, [ 1996] 2 SCR 821 [Pamajewon].
6.
Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples: Looking Forward,Looking Back, vol
I (Ottawa: Supply and Services, 1996); Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples:
Restructuring the Relationship, vol 2 (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1996); Report of the
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples: GatheringStrength, vol 3 (Ottawa: Supply and Services
Canada, 1996); Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples: Perspectives and Realities,
vol 4 (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1996); Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples: Renewal: A Twenty-Year Commitment, vol 5 (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1996)
[Canada, Royal Commission Reports].
7.
Jeremy Sarkin, "Achieving Reconciliation in Divided Societies" (2008) 3:2 Yale J Intl Affairs 11
at 13.
8.
Declarationon the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, GA Res 61/295, UNGAOR, 61st Sess, Supp
No 49, UN Doc A/61/L67 (2007) Preamble [Declaration].
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This understanding of reconciliation requires returning to a relationship
between Indigenous peoples and the Canadian state where Indigenous
peoples determine their own futures. Realizing Indigenous peoples' right
to self-determination should be pursued in the spirit of partnership and
mutual respect, not through unilateral state action.9
This article outlines key issues that should be addressed to work
toward reconciliation using a framework of self-determination. The
relationship between Indigenous peoples and Canada must be determined
with reference not only to domestic law, but also international human rights
law such as the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
and the right to self-determination. The Declaration is an important
instrument to understand the current state of international law on the
inherent rights of Indigenous peoples because it is the result of a 30-year
negotiation process between Indigenous peoples and U.N. member states.
The Declaration became part of the body- of international law when the
U.N. General Assembly passed Resolution 61/295 in September 2007.10
Thus, the Declarationhas legal effect in Canada, even if it is not binding
in and of itself." The Declarationwas necessary because existing general
human rights instruments failed to protect Indigenous peoples' rights. It
recognizes the historic injustices Indigenous peoples have experienced,
including colonization and dispossession. It also emphasizes the need for
states and Indigenous peoples to work together to achieve these rights.
Working together to realize Indigenous peoples' rights is a critical step
toward reconciliation in Canada.
Self-determination has long been contentious in the international
arena, including during negotiations of the Declaration. Discussions

9.
Ibid.
10. Ibid.
11. For greater explanation of the legal relevance of the Declarationin Canada, see Brenda L Gunn,
"Overcoming Obstacles to Implementing the UN Declarationon the Rights of IndigenousPeoples in
Canada" (2013) 31:1 Windsor YB Access Just 147. For general discussion on the legal status of the
Declarationsee also Paul Joffe, "Canada's Opposition to the UN Declaration: Legitimate Concerns or
Ideological Bias?" in Jackie Hartley, Paul Joffe & Jennifer Preston, eds, Realizing the UN Declaration
on the Rights ofIndigenous Peoples: Triumph, Hope, andAction (Saskatoon: Purich Publishing, 2010)
70 at 85-92; Mauro Barelli, "The Role of Soft Law in the International Legal System: The Case of
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples" (2009) 58:4 ICLQ 957 at 959;
S James Anaya & Siegfried Wiessner, "The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples:
Towards Re-empowerment," (3 October 2007) Jurist, online: Jurist <jurist.org/forurn/2007/10/
un-declaration-on-rights-of-indigenous.php>; Megan Davis, "To Bind or Not to Bind: The United
Nations Declarationon the Rights of Indigenous PeoplesFive Years On" (2013) 19 Australian Intl LJ
17; and Luis Rodriguez-inero Royo, "'Where Appropriate': Monitoring/Implementing of Indigenous
Peoples' Rights Under the Declaration" in Claire Charters & Rodolfo Stavenhagen, eds, Making the
Declaration Work: The United Nations Declaration on the Rights ofIndigenous Peoples (Copenhagen:
International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs, 2009) 314 at 318.
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of self-determination often get caught up in debates about the right to
secession or are limited to ideas of self-government. During negotiations
on self-determination in the Declaration some states, including Canada,
expressed concerns about territorial integrity and political unity. The
underlying concern was that recognizing Indigenous peoples' right to
self-determination would deteriorate peaceful democratic states, such as
Canada. Canada seemed to believe that recognizing Indigenous peoples'
right to self-determination will lead to conflict. However, grassroots
movements such as Idle No More and protests over the murdered and
missing Indigenous women illustrate the fallacy of harmony in Canada
and demonstrate the ongoing strife that exists in Canada which needs to be
resolved. Only fulfilling Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination
will resolve the root causes of this ongoing conflict and promote peace and
reconciliation in Canada.
Given its significance and purpose, the Declarationis an important
tool for realizing reconciliation in Canada. The Declarationdid not create
new rights for Indigenous peoples; rather, it clarified the application of
existing human rights law to Indigenous peoples, including the right to
self-determination.1 2 To fully appreciate Canada's obligations under the
Declaration,the scope of the rights must be understood within the broader
context of international human rights.13 This is why this article argues that
only by implementing the Declarationand the right to self-determination
will we live together differently 4 in peaceful coexistence where the
fundamental human rights of all peoples are respected. Only this would
achieve true reconciliation.
The self-determination approach to reconciliation advocated in this
article is antithetical to the assimilative approach routinely invoked by the
government and courts. 5 In doing so, the government and courts hesitate
to fully remedy the ongoing effects of colonialism. Reconciliation must
bring together the two sides, restoring the previous relationship where
Indigenous peoples controlled their own affairs, albeit in the modem

12. Human Rights Council, Report of the Special Rapporteuron the situationof human rights and
fimdamental freedoms of Indigenous Peoples, S. James Anaya, UNGAOR, 9th Sess, UN Doc A/
HRC/9/9 (2008) at 13, para 41.
13. Declaration,supra note 8, Preamble, art I recognizes that Indigenous peoples are entitled to all
human rights recognized in international human rights law.
14. Roger Maaka & Augie Fleras, "Contesting Indigenous Peoples Governance: The Politics of
State-Determination vs. Self-Determining Autonomy" in Yale D Belanger, ed, Aboriginal SelfGovernment in Canada: Current Trends and Issues (Saskatoon: Purich Publishing, 2008) 69 at 70.
15. See, e.g., policies such as the 1969 White Paper (Canada, Indian Affairs and Northern
Development, Statement of the Government of Canada on Indian Policy, 1969 (Ottawa: Queen's
Printer, 1969) [1969 White Paper]as well as SCC jurisprudence on s 35(l) discussed below.
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Canadian federal context. Reconciliation cannot be achieved through
mere apologies and truth-telling. Instead, the reconciliation process must
involve working together to decolonize Canada and reset the relationship
between Indigenous peoples and the Crown. This article argues that to
move forward in the process of reconciliation, the colonial legal legacy
in Canada must be rectified. Self-determination, most recently articulated
in the Declaration, provides a framework for such a process. 6 For
Indigenous peoples, "self-determination was the central pillar upon which
the Declaration should be constructed" because it provides a framework to
build harmonious relations based on human rights and equality.17
This article begins with an overview of the right to self-determination
as recognized in international law with a particular focus on its application
to Indigenous peoples, including as expressed in the Declaration.This
will demonstrate that Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination
must include both internal and external aspects of self-determination
as recognized in international law. The next section describes Canada's
violations of Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination and indicates
issues which must be addressed to promote reconciliation. The section
demonstrates that the residential school system was only one symptom
of the larger problem of a colonial relationship where the Canadian
government made decisions for Indigenous peoples. This system continues
today. The final section identifies key aspects to realizing Indigenous
peoples' right to self-determination in Canada that must be considered
in order to work meaningfully toward reconciliation. It is the process of
fulfilling Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination that promotes
reconciliation in Canada. The section considers political arrangements and
economic, social, and cultural development, as well as general guidelines
for these conversations to occur at the local, regional and national level.
Because the specific exercise of self-determination will vary depending on
the needs, aspirations and capacities of specific Indigenous peoples, this
paper offers a general meta-level framework for both parties to understand
self-determination in the broader legal context and to set the agenda going
forward. 8

16. Declaration,supranote 8.
17. Mauro Barelli, "Shaping Indigenous Self-Determination: Promising or Unsatisfactory
Solutions?" (2011) 13:4 Intl Community L Rev 413 at 417 [Barelli, "Shaping Self-Determination"].
18. Given the meta-level focus of the paper, the recommendations put forward do not aim to
predetermine outcomes.
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I. The evolution of Indigenouspeoples'rightto self-determination
The TRC created an opportunity to reset the relationship between
Indigenous peoples and the Crown by realizing Indigenous peoples' right
to self-determination. Despite an initially limited understanding of the right
to self-determination, today the international community and Canadian
courts recognize self-determination as one of the essential principles of
contemporary international law, including its application to Indigenous
peoples. 19 An overview of the development of Indigenous peoples' right
to self-determination is provided to counter arguments that Indigenous
peoples' either do not have a right to self-determination, or that their right
to self-determination is limited to self-government and autonomy as set
out in article 4 of the Declaration. This section argues that by placing
its recognition of Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination within
the broader context of international law, the Declaration does not limit
20
Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination to internal aspects.
Self-determination was a particularly contentious issue during
negotiations on the Declaration.Regardless, Indigenous peoples and their
allies pushed for agreement because Indigenous peoples' rights flow from
the right to self-determination, including the right to lands, territories and
resources; the right to culture; and the right to participate in decisionmaking based on free, prior and informed consent. 21 When Canada voted
in the General Assembly, it expressed concerns with several provisions,
including those related to lands, territories and resources; free, prior and
informed consent; and self-government-all of which strongly relate to
self-determination.22 When Canada endorsed the Declaration,it attempted
to limit its application by reference to an aspirational document that
would be interpreted consistently with Canada's constitutional and legal
framework.23
The attempt to undermine the Declarationby limiting its application to
existing domestic law does not accord with Canada's broader obligations
to uphold Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination as found in
international law. Self-determination is not new to international law. The

19. Western Sahara,Advisory Opinion, [1975] ICJ Rep 12.
20. See Declaration,supra note 8, arts 1, 2, preambular paras 2, 5.
21. Kenneth Deer, "Reflections on the Development, Adoption, and Implementation of the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples" in Hartley, Joffe & Preston, supranote 11, 18 at 27.
22. UN, Press Release, "General Assembly Adopts Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples;
'Major Step Forward' Towards Human Rights for All, Says President" (13 September 2007), online:
UN <www.un.org/press/en/2007/ga10612.doc.htm>
23. Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada, News Release, "Canada's Statement of
Support on the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples" (12 November 2010),
online: AANDC <www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/130937423986 1/1309374546142>.
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right to self-determination is one of the most controversial international
norms,24 and has been for at least 100 years.25 Including the right to selfdetermination in the U.N. Charter universalized and internationalized the
concept of self-determination as a duty owed by all governments to their
peoples and to the wider international community. 26 The Supreme Court
of Canada has also recognized that the right to self-determination extends
beyond any positive articulation and held the right to self-determination to
be a general principle of international law.2 7 The right to self-determination
28
is now further grounded in the international human rights framework,
recognizing that self-determination is critical for the full and effective
enjoyment of other human rights.29
Early International Court of Justice (ICJ) decisions limited selfdetermination to non-self-governing territories.3" Some invoke these early
understandings to limit Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination.
Today, the right of self-determination is recognized to apply outside the
traditional African colonial context 3 ; it is now recognized as a collective
right of "peoples. 3 2 For many years, the Working Group on Indigenous
Populations debated whether Indigenous peoples were in fact "peoples"
who would have a right to self-determination recognized by international
law. The final text of the Declaration settled the debate by recognizing

24. Jan Klabbers, "The Right to be Taken Seriously: Self-Determination in International Law"
(2006) 28:1 Hum Rts Q 186 at 186.
25. US President Wilson stated "'Self-determination' is not a mere phrase. It is an imperative
principle of action, which statesmen will henceforth ignore at their peril" (Woodrow Wilson, quoted
in W Ofuatey-Kadjoe, The Principleof Self-Determination in InternationalLaw (New York: Nellen
Publishing, 1977) at 75. In 1917 Lenin also upheld self-determination (Stanley W Page, "Lenin and
Self-Determination" (1949) 28 Slavonic & East European Rev 342).
26. Thomas M Franck, "The Emerging Right to Democratic Governance" (1992) 86:1 Am J Intl L
46 at 54.
27. Reference Re Secession of Quebec, [1998] 2 SCR 217 at para 114 [Secession Reference].
28. Robert McCorquodale, "Self-Determination: A Human Rights Approach" (1994) 43:4 ICLQ 857
at 870-872. See also Franck, supranote 26 at 58. For example, the right to self-determination can be
found in the InternationalCovenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 16 December 1966,
993 UNTS 3 (entered into force 3 January 1976); the InternationalCovenant on Civil and Political
Rights, 19 December 1966, 999 UNTS 171 (entered into force 23 March 1976); the Helsinki FinalAct
1975, 14 ILM 1292; the African Charteron Human and Peoples'Rights, OAU Doc Cab/Leg/67/3 rev
5, 21 ILM 58 (1982); the Kienna DeclarationandProgramme ofAction, UNGAOR, UN Doc A/Conf.
157/23 (1993), and the Declaration,supra note 8.
29. Antonio Cassese, Self-Determination of Peoples: A Legal Reappraisal(New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1995) at 53.
30. Namibia Opinion,Advisory Opinion, [1971] ICJ Rep 16.
31. For examples, the ICJ applied the principles in the Legal Consequences of the Constructionof a
wall in the OccupiedPalestinian Territory,Advisory Opinion, [2004] ICJ Rep 136.
32. Human Rights Committee, Decision on admissibility, Communication No 205/1986, UNHRC
39th Sess, UN Doc CCPR/C/39/D/205/1986 (21 August 1990) at para 14.2 [UNHRC, Decision on
admissibility].
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33
Indigenous peoples as "peoples" with a right to self-determination,
recognizing that all States are implicated in ensuring Indigenous peoples'
right to self-determination is realized.34
With the acknowledgment of Indigenous peoples' right to selfdetermination, the remaining issue is the scope of this right. The internal
aspect of self-determination relates to a people freely pursuing "their
economic, social and cultural development without outside interference." 3' 5
The external aspect relates to people freely determining "their political
status and their place in the international community based upon the
principle of equal rights and exemplified by the liberation of peoples from
colonialism and by the prohibition to subject peoples to alien subjugation,
domination, and exploitation."36
Occasionally, self-determination and secession are conflated.
Fulfilling the right to self-determination does not automatically equate to a
right to secede, nor does fulfilling the right to self-determination require a
particular political arrangement within the state.37 Self-determination can
be achieved through better integration or recognition within an established
state if that is the will of the people.38 International law generally limits
the right to secede and other external expressions of self-determination
by the principles of territorial integrity, political unity and uti possidetis
juris.39 However, there are exceptions "where a people is subject to alien
'40
subjugation, domination or exploitation outside a colonial context.
International law may condone external expressions of international law
"when a people is blocked from the meaningful exercise of its right to selfdetermination internally."41

33. Declaration, supra note 8, art 3.
34. Declaration on Principles ofInternational Lav concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation
among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, GA Res 2625 (XXV), UNGAOR,
25th Sess, Supp No 28, UN Doc A/8082 (1970) 121 [UN, Principles of International Law].
35. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, General Recommendation No 21 on the
right to self-determination, Gen Rec XXI, UNGAOR, 48th Sess, UN Doc A/51/18, annex VIII (1996)
125 at para 4.
36. Ibid at para 4.
37. S James Anaya, "The Right of Indigenous Peoples to Self-Determination in the Post-Declaration
Era" in Charters & Stavenhagen, supra note 11, 184 at 189 [Anaya, "Post-Declaration"].
38. Gaetano Pentassuglia, "State Sovereignty, Minorities and Self-Determination: A Comprehensive
Legal View" (2002) 9:4 Intl J Minority & Group Rights 303 at 305.
39. See Case concerning the Frontier Dispute (Burkina Faso v Republic of Mali), [1986] ICJ Rep
554 at paras 25-26. See also Alain Pellet, "The Opinions of the Badinter Arbitration Committee: A
Second Breath for the Self-Determination of Peoples" (1992) 3 Eur J Intl L 178 at 180, 183-184. See
also UN, Principles of International Lmv, supra note 34.
40. Secession Reference, supra note 27 at para 133.
41. lbidatpara 134.
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Some have argued that the Declaration limits self-determination to
self-government and autonomy by reading only articles 3 and 4 together.42
Such commentators support their interpretation by citing the inclusion of
article 46(1) in the final text of the Declaration,which states:
Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State,
people, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform
any act contrary to the Charter of the United Nations or construed as
authorizing or encouraging any action which would dismember or
integrity or political unity of
impair, totally or in part, the territorial
43
sovereign and independent States.
Commentators argue that this provision prohibits external expressions
by reference to "territorial integrity or political unity." A more accurate
interpretation is that the Declaration recognizes Indigenous peoples'
right to self-determination as substantially (and perhaps preferably)
achieved through forms of autonomy, not limited to self-government
and autonomy." The preamble supports this position when it states
"nothing in this Declaration may be used to deny any peoples their right
to self-determination, exercised in conformity with international law."45
As international law recognizes an internal and external aspect to selfdetermination, Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination also must
include both aspects.
Furthermore, the wording of article 3 mirrors article 1 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR),
highlighting the connection between the Declaration'srecognition of selfdetermination and the ICCPR and ICESCR.4 6 While an early decision of
the UN Human Rights Committee (HRC) limited Indigenous peoples'
right to self-determination under the ICCPR,47 this decision no longer
represents the HRC's current understanding of Indigenous peoples' right
to self-determination. The HRC and the Committee on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights are now of the opinion that Indigenous peoples
have the full right to self-determination as articulated in the ICCPR

42. See Timo Koivurova, "From High Hopes to Disillusionment: Indigenous Peoples' Struggle to
(re)Gain Their Right to Self-determination" (2008) 15:1 Intl J Minority & Group Rights I at 11-12.
43. Ibid.
44. Barelli, "Shaping Self-Determination," supranote 17 at 421.
45. Declaration,supranote 8, preambular para 17.
46. Ibid, art 3 provides: "Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that
right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural
development."
47. UNHRC, Decision on admissibility,supra note 32.
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and ICESCR. 48 For states such as Canada that have ratified the ICCPR
and the ICESCR, Indigenous peoples would have the full right to selfdetermination recognized within those treaties. The Declaration cannot
recognize a lesser right than would be recognized for other peoples under
the human rights treaties. Denying Indigenous peoples' right to selfdetermination as recognized in international law would undermine the
purpose of recognizing self-determination as a human right, empowering
peoples against oppression.4 9 The next section describes the ways in which
Canadian law violates Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination, in
order to demonstrate the underlying issues that need to be addressed to
work toward reconciliation.
II. Violations of Indigenous peoples 'right to self-determination
This section reviews key violations of Indigenous peoples' right to selfdetermination to illustrate that the residential school system was not an
isolated policy. Canada has a long history of paternalistic and colonial
policies regulating Indigenous people in Canada, which violates
Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination. These violations occur
through legislative and policy initiatives of the federal and provincial
governments, but also through decisions of the courts. Self-determination
provides a framework to analyze the problem, and can be used to develop
a process for reconciliation that addresses these root causes.
When Europeans first arrived, initial interactions took place on a
nation-to-nation basis,50 following Indigenous customary diplomatic
protocols." The various nations lived (and continue to live) in organized
societies, with sophisticated legal, political and economic systems. 2 This
relationship changed as England's interest in Canada changed from trade
to settlement.53 The relationship shifted from nation-to-nation interactions

48. For example, see Human Rights Committee, Concluding observations of the Human Rights
Committee: Canada, UNHRC 85th Sess, UN Doc CCPR/C/CAN/CO/5 (April) at paras 8-9; and UN
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Concluding observations of the Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: Morocco, UNESCOR, 36th Sess, UN Doc E/C. 12/MAR/CO/3
(2006) at para 35.
49. McCorquodale, supra note 28 at 872.
50. John Borrows, "Wampum at Niagara: The Royal Proclamation, Canadian Legal History, and
Self-Government" in Michael Asch, ed, Aboriginal and Treaty Rights in Canada: Essays on Law,
Equality and Respectfor Difference (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997) 155 at 158 [Borrows, "Wampum
at Niagara"].
51. James (Sa'ke'j) Youngblood Henderson, "Empowering Treaty Federalism" (1994) 58:2 Sask L
Rev 241 at 248-249 [Henderson, "Treaty Federalism"].
52. Calder v British Columbia (AG), [1973] SCR 313 at 375.
53. JR Miller, Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens: A History of Indian-White Relations in Canada
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2000) at 125-126.
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as sovereign equals, 5 4 to a colonial context where England (later Canada)
assumed sovereignty and jurisdiction over Indigenous peoples." This
colonial process violated and continues to violate Indigenous peoples'
right to self-determination.
The Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the Treaty of Niagara of 1764
confirmed a nation-to-nation relationship where each nation retained its
sovereignty.5 6 Unfortunately, subsequent colonial settlement processes in
Canada did not fully adhere to the Royal Proclamation. Rather, Britain
adopted assimilation and civilization approaches to Indigenous-Crown
relations, violating Indigenous peoples' right to freely determine their
relationship with the Canadian state. Even though the Royal Proclamation
process was somewhat followed in the negotiation of Treaties 1-11, most
of these promises have not been kept. Further, the Crown used these
treaties to justify assuming jurisdiction over Indigenous peoples and their
lands, violating Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination.
. The British government first began regulating "Indians" in Canada
through specific legislation in 1850, imposing a system of government
overseen by the federal government, regulating membership and
registration, banning cultural activities, and sending children to residential
schools. Imposing a governance system overseen by the federal executive
exemplifies the use of colonial policy to diminish Indigenous peoples'
autonomy and powers of self-governance. Banning cultural activities and
undermining Indigenous peoples' cultural development was a key aspect
to achieving the colonial assimilation goals. The Indian Act had no regard
to traditional membership laws of First Nations, undermining Indigenous
peoples' political development according to their own laws and legal
systems.
The 1969 White Paper57 proposed to repeal the Indian Act, eliminate
Indian status and the reserve system, and terminate treaties. 8 The National
Indian Brotherhood opposed the White Paper because of the federal
government's unilateral action to extinguish rights without consultation.59
Canada's imposition of political and governmental structures, as well as
interfering with the cultural and social development of Indigenous peoples,
violates Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination.
54. Henderson, "Treaty Federalism," supranote 51 at 246.
55. Borrows, "Wampum at Niagara," supranote 50 at 161.
56. Ibid.
57. 1969 White Paper,supra note 15.
58. Canada, Royal Commission Reports, supra note 6.
59. Indian Chiefs of Alberta, Citizens Plus (The Red Paper)(June 1970), cited in Canada, Advisory
Council on the Status of Women, Indian Women and the Law in Canada: Citizens Minus, by Kathleen
Jamieson (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1978) at 81.
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When Canada began the process of patriating the constitution,
Indigenous peoples rallied to ensure that patriation would not occur without
some recognition of the place of Indigenous peoples. Many Indigenous
advocates had hoped that section 35(1) would be a turning point away
from colonialism for Indigenous-government relations. 6° These hopes
were quickly dashed when the mandated constitutional negotiations on
self-government failed to produce consensus 6t and the Supreme Court
of Canada gave a limited interpretation to the scope of section 35(1),
allowing governments to justify infringements. Processes to negotiate
self-government agreements have been slow to achieve results.
The Supreme Court, as part of the Canadian state apparatus, contributes
to the violations of Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination.
Section 35(1) only protects those activities that are central and integral
to the distinctive Aboriginal people pre-contact. 62 This test enables the
courts to .decide what is central and integral to an Aboriginal community.
Rather than an opportunity to realize self-determination and achieve
reconciliation, section 35(1) has reinforced colonialism and violations of
Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination.
The Supreme Court's approach to section 35(1) emphasizes national
interest, rather than rebuilding a partnership between Indigenous peoples
and Canada. In Mitchell v. MN.R., Binnie J. opined that section 35(1)
ought to focus on "national interests that all of us have in common
rather than to distinctive interests that for some purposes differentiate an
aboriginal community. In my view, reconciliation of these interests in this
particular case favours an affirmation of our collective sovereignty."63 This
focus on commonalities rings similar to the 1969 White Paper approach
of assimilating Indigenous peoples into the Canadian mainstream. This
approach violates Indigenous peoples' right to freely determine their own
future by granting the Canadian government the authority to manage
Aboriginal rights.

64

The right to self-government also has been limited under section
35(1) in part through court decisions. Applying the Van der Peet test, selfgovernment is limited to those specific jurisdictional aspects the court finds

60. James Youngblood Henderson, FirstNations JurisprudenceandAboriginalRights: Defining the
Just Society (Saskatoon: Native Law Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 2006) at 34.
61. Schwartz, supra note 4 at 353.
62. R v Van der Peet, [1996] 2 SCR 507 at para 44 [Van der Peet].
63. Mitchell v MNR, 2001 SCC 33 at para 164, [2001] 1 SCR 911 [Mitchell].
64. D'Arcy Vermette, "Dizzying Dialogue: Canadian Courts and the Continuing Justification of the
Dispossession of Aboriginal Peoples" (2011) 29:1 Windsor YB Access Just 55 at 63.
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to be central and integral to the Aboriginal peoples' distinctive culture. 65
This approach limits the role of the court as a neutral arbiter in the oftcontentious self-government claims to level the power between the federal
government and Indigenous peoples.
Under the approach of Lamer C.J., section 35(1) has not effectively
protected Indigenous peoples' right to economic development, in part
due to stereotypical notions of "Indianness." In Lax Kw 'alaams Indian
Band v. Canada (A.G.), the Court rejected the Lax Kw'alaams' claim
66
to commercial fishing and sale of fish within their traditional waters.
Explaining his decision, Binnie J. said that "[t]he Lax Kw'alaams live in
the twenty-first century, not the eighteenth, and are entitled to the benefits
(as well as the burdens) of changing times. However, allowance for natural
evolution does not justify the award of a quantitatively and qualitatively
different right. '67 Justice Binnie does not allow for section 35(l) to protect
present-day expressions of economic development if those expressions
are not similar to economic activities undertaken pre-contact. This is a
violation of Indigenous peoples' right to freely determine their economic
future.
Under the Van der Peet test, the Court positioned itself to define
Indigeneity-again violating Indigenous peoples' right to determine
their own social and cultural future. As stated in L'Heureux-Dubd J.'s
dissent, such an approach is problematic because "an approach based on
a dichotomy between aboriginal and non-aboriginal practices, traditions
and customs literally amounts to defining aboriginal culture and aboriginal
rights as that which is left over after features of non-aboriginal cultures
have been taken away."68 Such an approach fails to protect "those practices
which allow them to survive as a contemporary community. '69 According
to the Court, "[a]boriginal means a long time ago; pre-contact."7 This
understanding of Indigenous culture seriously undermines the right to
determine their cultural development. The underlying assumption in Van
der Peet is that section 35(1) protects practices, customs and traditions
of Indigenous peoples as historical and stereotypical "Indians." The
application of the Van der Peet test does not protect Indigenous peoples'

65. Pamajewon, supra note 5 at para 24.
66. Lax Kw'alaams Indian Band v Canada (AG), 2011 SCC 56 at para 5, [2011] 3 SCR 535 [Lax
Kv 'alaams].
67. Ibid at para 8.
68. Van der Peet, supra note 62 at para 154.
69. John Borrows, "The Trickster: Integral to a Distinctive Culture" (1997) 8:2 Const Forum Const
27 at 32 [Borrows, "The Trickster"].
70. Ibidat28-29.
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right to determine their political, economic, social and cultural status as a
modem people.
The colonial process targeted Indigenous peoples' political, economic,
social and cultural systems. This section demonstrates that these violations
have continued to the present. Constitutional protection of Indigenous
peoples' rights could, and should be, a strong movement toward
realizing Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination and achieving
reconciliation. For this to occur, interpretations of section 35(1) must not
"blindly endorse the tenets of colonial legal regimes" and allow section
35(1) "to be interpreted in a manner that simply perpetuates historical
injustices. '71 To move toward reconciliation, a new approach that allows
Indigenous peoples to determine their own futures is needed.
The Canadian state, including both levels of government and the court
system, cannot hamper Indigenous peoples' assertion of their right to
self-determination when the expressed right conforms with international
law. 72 In fact, Canada is obligated to work with Indigenous peoples to
realize their right to self-determination. The next section overviews
considerations that must be addressed to realize Indigenous peoples' right
to self-determination and promote reconciliation.
III. Realizing Indigenous peoples'rightto self-determination in Canada
Thus far, this paper has illustrated the multiple violations of selfdetermination through the Canadian state's ongoing control over
Indigenous peoples. These violations undermine a reconciliation process
that promotes a cooperative relationship based on mutual respect. These
violations can only be addressed by realizing Indigenous peoples' right
to self-determination, including the right to determine their own political
status and economic, social and cultural development. Self-determination
is more than a question of Indigenous peoples having their own governing
institutions-it is about choice and the freedom to make decisions on
their way of life. 73 This section outlines some considerations that must
be addressed to realize Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination.
The considerations directly respond to the underlying causes of the
current conflict between Indigenous peoples and Canada outlined above.
As self-determination includes the right to determine one's own political,
71. Brian Slattery, "Making Sense of Aboriginal and Treaty Rights" (2000) 79:2 Can Bar Rev 196 at
206.
72. Declaration, supra note 8, preambular para 17.
73. Erica-Irene A Daes, "The Concepts of Self-Determination and Autonomy of Indigenous Peoples
inthe Draft United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples" (Paper delivered at
the Sixth Annual Tribal Sovereignty Symposium: Defending Indigenous Peoples' Heritage and
Autonomy), (2001) 14:2 St Thomas L Rev 259 at 263 [Daes, "UN Declaration & Self-Determination"].
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economic and social status, this section considers each of these aspects in
turn. While much of the literature discusses the political status element
of self-determination, few researchers consider all aspects of selfdetermination and their specific application in Canada, often focusing on
political arrangements and ignoring economic, social and cultural aspects.
Each aspect is important individually, but because they are interrelated,
they all must be considered for self-determination to be fully realized.
For example, economic development is critical for successfully achieving
culturally appropriate and sustainable self-government.74
As the colonial process in Canada was a gendered enterprise,75
efforts to realize self-determination must address the ways in which
colonization has impacted gender roles and gendered violence in order
76
for self-determination to benefit Indigenous men and women equally.
While some argue that self-determination should occur first, and gender
issues later, such an approach fails to fully address the full extent of the
colonial impact within communities. Concerns over gender equality
must be explicitly addressed regarding each aspect to exercising selfdetermination: political, economic, social and cultural status.
1. Politicalstatus
The first aspect of the right to self-determination is the right to freely
determine one's own political status. Self-determination is more than
achieving an end result of a particular political arrangement; it is about
process and the political legitimacy of the state.77 There are several
considerations for Indigenous peoples' political status: continuation of
Indigenous peoples' political and legal institutions, inclusion within
Canadian body politic, and participation in decision-making.
S. James Anaya's definition of Indigenous peoples' right to selfdetermination highlights ongoing equal participation "in the constitution
and development of the governing institutional order under which they
live and, further, to have that governing order be one in which they may
live and develop freely on a continuous basis."78 This includes determining
74. Stephen Cornell, "Indigenous Peoples, Poverty and Self-Determination in Australia, New
Zealand, Canada and the United States" (2006) Joint Occasional Papers on Native Affairs I, online:
<nni.arizona.edu/resources/jopna.php>.
75. Kiera L Ladner, "Gendering Decolonisation, Decolonising Gender" (2009) 13:1 Australian
Indigenous L Rev 62 at 66.
76. Joyce Green, "Balancing Strategies: Aboriginal Women and Constitutional Rights in Canada"
in Joyce Green, ed, Making Spacefor IndigenousFeminism (Winnipeg: Fernwood Publishing, 2007)
140 at 145.
77. Benedict Kingsbury, "Self-Determination and 'Indigenous Peoples"' (1992) 86 Proceedings
* Annual Meeting (American Society Intl L) 383 at 391.
78. Anaya, "Post-Declaration," supra note 37 at 189.
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their relationship with the state and their representation within that state.7 9
The ability to effectively participate within the democratic state is a key
component of fulfilling the political status aspect of self-determination. 0
Erica-Irene Daes describes this aspect of self-determination as "a kind of
belated state-building, through which indigenous peoples are able to join
with all the other peoples that comprise the state on mutually agreed-upon
and just terms after many years of isolation and exclusion. '8I
Clearly, any state-building process is not easy and may be contentious,
particularly when talking about ending years of isolation and exclusion.
While this nation-building process can be daunting, there are resources
to draw upon. A noteworthy starting point for understanding the intended
Indigenous-Crown relationship is the Royal Proclamation of 1763, which
confirmed the nation-to-nation relationship whereby each nation retained its
sovereignty.8 2 There was tension between the British government wanting
to assert jurisdiction over First Nations, while assuring First Nations that
their independence would be preserved.83 The Royal Proclamation set
out a process respecting the nation-to-nation relationship between the
Crown and Indigenous peoples. Since the Treaty of Niagara has never
been repealed, it, the Royal Proclamation, and the nation-to-nation
relationship they confirmed remain the foundation for Indigenous-Crown
relations today. 4 These founding documents should lay the groundwork
for realizing Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination today.
Likewise, in much of Canada treaties are the foundational legal
instruments setting out the terms of the relationship between Indigenous
peoples and the Crown. 5 Treaties continue to provide the basis for the
Indigenous-Crown relationship today and provide a framework for
reconciliation. 6 The entrenchment of treaty rights in the ConstitutionAct,
1982 further incorporates treaties into the constitutional fabric of Canada
87
and acknowledges their foundational nature.

79. Daes, "UN Declaration & Self-Determination," supranote 73 at 23.
80. Franck, supra note 26 at 52.
81. Erica-Irene A Daes, "An Overview of the History of Indigenous Peoples: Self-Determination and
the United Nations" (2008) 21:1 Cambridge Rev Intl Affairs 7 at 23 [Daes, "Overview of Indigenous
History"].
82. Borrows, "Wampum at Niagara," supra note 50 at 155.
83. Ibidat 161.
84. Ibid at 168.
85. See Henderson, "Treaty Federalism," supra note 51.
86. Commission on Human Rights, Report of the Seminar on Treaties, Agreements and Other
Constructive Arrangements between States and Indigenous Peoples, UNESCOR, UN Doc E/CN.4/
Sub.2/AC.4/2004/7 (2004).
87. Henderson, "Treaty Federalism," supra note 51 at 244.
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Treaties are an exercise of Indigenous peoples' right to selfdetermination. Treaties must be implemented in light of modem day
realities without diminishing their original spirit and intent, given their
constitutional status to fulfill self-determination and promote reconciliation.
This requires moving beyond the written text of the treaties to consider the
oral history on the scope of the treaties. Where treaties are silent on issues
of political status or economic, social and cultural development, further
negotiations need to occur in line with the original relationship envisioned.
The sections below provide additional guidance for these negotiations
and also provide guidance in areas where there are no treaties, following
the framework provided in the right to self-determination recognized in
international law. Throughout the following sections, I illustrate that selfdetermination is a framework that can guide us through a reconciliation
process.
a. Indigenous peoples 'politicaland legal institutions
When fulfilling Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination to
promote reconciliation, the first consideration is the recognition and
revitalization of Indigenous peoples' own political and legal institutions.
This recognizes that an underlying cause of the residential school system
was the imposition of a colonial governance structure and legal system.
To achieve this recognition, Canadian legal and political systems must
make space for Indigenous institutions and reduce the control exercised by
Canadian institutions. The specific aspects of the new arrangements must
be negotiated (or litigated) between Indigenous peoples and Canada, not
unilaterally determined by Canada.
As part of the internal aspect to self-determination, the Declaration
recognizes Indigenous peoples' right to their own political institutions.
Article 4 confirms Indigenous peoples' right to autonomy or selfgovernment over internal and local affairs, and the means for financing
these activities. The Declarationidentifies some areas where Indigenous
institutions have continuing jurisdiction: articles 20, 33, 34 and 35 include
the right to have their own institutions, including legal systems; the right
to pursue economic activities; the right to determine their own identity
or membership according to their own membership laws; and the right to
determine the responsibilities of members. Indigenous peoples' also have
88
the right to maintain their political systems.
These rights have not been realized in Canada. Many Indigenous
peoples in Canada are not recognized as autonomous and are not fully

88.

Declaration, supra note 8, art 5.
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self-governing; for example, many First Nations still operate under the
Indian Act, with significant powers remaining with the executive. Very
few M6tis communities have recognized self-government powers. The
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples provided three potential models
implementingAboriginal orders of government in Canada: the nation model
in which Aboriginal people are substantially autonomous nations within
Canada; the public government model in which government represents
all people (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) within a territory; and the
.community interest model in which focus is placed on gaining authority
over areas such as education, health and social services.89 These models
contemplated a flexible system of self-government to accommodate the
different needs, aspirations and capacities of different Indigenous peoples,
including urban or non-land based Indigenous peoples. Today, there are
several examples where these different models have been employed, such
as Nunavut, the Nisga'a self-government, Alberta M6tis Settlements and,
more recently, Sioux Valley in Manitoba. However, much work remains to
fulfill the right to self-government for all Indigenous peoples in Canada,
and these models can provide guidance.
To realize Indigenous peoples' right to determine their own political
status, the constitutional division of powers may need to be reconsidered
to explicitly recognize Indigenous peoples as a third order of government
to ensure constitutional space for those Indigenous peoples who so desire
it.90 There ought to be explicit recognition for Indigenous peoples' selfgovernment, where such autonomy is the will of the people. 91 Such explicit
protection could protect against court challenges to self-government
agreements based on division of powers arguments.9 2 The challenge
to amending the Canadian constitution does not excuse the failure to
properly account for Indigenous peoples' inherent'jurisdiction. Even if
constitutional recognition within the division of powers in the Constitution
Act, 1867 is not feasible, there should be reconsideration of the scope of
self-government under section 35(1) of the ConstitutionAct, 1982.
Another set of Indigenous institutions that needs greater recognition
within Canada are Indigenous legal traditions and the corresponding
89. Canada, Royal Commission Reports, supra note 6.
90. Daes, "Overview of Indigenous History," supra note 81 at 24.
91. Mary Ellen Turpel, "Indigenous Peoples' Rights of Political Participation and Self-Determination:
Recent International Legal Developments and the Continuing Struggle for Recognition" (Paper
delivered at the 25th anniversary symposium of the Cornell International Law Journal, March 5-6,
1992), (1992) 25:3 Cornell Intl U 579 at 592.
92. One such challenge was brought in British Columbia, see: Campbell v British Columbia (AG),
2000 BCSC 1123, 189 DLR (4th) 333. See also ChiefMountain v British Columbia (AG), 2011 BCSC
1394, [2012] 3 WWR 120.
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institutions, as they have not been fully recognized as authoritative and
relevant sources of law in Canada.93 The government and the courts
must acknowledge explicitly the role of Indigenous legal traditions
within Canada to fulfill Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination
and complete Canada's legal system. 94 Indigenous legal traditions are
the basis for Indigenous peoples' jurisdiction.95 Indigenous peoples must
maintain authority to define and apply their own legal traditions as part of
the broader Canadian legal system. Allowing Indigenous legal traditions
to continue developing is important for realizing self-determination as it
supports and acknowledges Indigenous peoples' continued existence as
distinct people within Canada.
Interestingly, the Supreme Court has acknowledged the significance
of Indigenous legal traditions. In McLachlin J.'s (as she then was)
dissenting opinion in Van der Peet, she grounded Indigenous peoples'
rights within their own legal traditions.96 In Mitchell, McLachlin C.J. noted
"the doctrine of continuity, which governed the absorption of aboriginal
laws and customs into the new legal regime upon the assertion of Crown
sovereignty over the region." 97 This approach recognizes the continued
relevance of Indigenous legal traditions, especially to fulfill the right to
self-determination. In Van der Peet, Lamer C.J. referenced (though did
not apply) Indigenous legal systems, reorienting Canadian constitutional
jurisprudence.9 8 Despite recognizing that Aboriginal and treaty rights
must be identified by referencing both Indigenous and common law, the
Court did not refer to Indigenous legal traditions to determine the scope
of Indigenous peoples' rights.9 9 This may be in part because the Court
realized that "Aboriginal legal traditions and jurisprudence were beyond
their legal training."' 00 Canadian jurists need a better understanding of
Indigenous legal traditions as part of the recognition and revitalization of
the Indigenous legal traditions. However, there also needs to be a role for
Indigenous legal institutions.

93. John Borrows, Canada s Indigenous Constitution (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2010)
at 6 [Borrows, Indigenous Constitution].
94. Ibid at 6.
95. Ibid at 7.
96. Van der Peet, supra note 62 at para 230.
97. Mitchell, supranote 63 at para 62.
98. James (Sa'ke'j) Youngblood Henderson, "Constitutional Vision and Judicial Commitment:
Aboriginal and Treaty Rights in Canada" (2010) 14:2 Australian Indigenous L Rev 24 at 29, 32, 35
[Henderson, "Constitutional Vision"].
99. Borrows, "The Trickster," supranote 69 at 31.
100. Henderson, "Constitutional Vision," supranote 98 at 31.
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The operation of Indigenous legal traditions should be recognized
as legitimate legal systems where such systems continue to operate or
where communities desire to revitalize these systems. Despite significant
interference, "Indigenous legal principles have great consistency over time,
while being implemented in adaptive and responsive ways" and-continue
to be used "on an informal or implicit level within communities."'' 1 It
is critical that we recognize that, like all traditions, Indigenous legal
traditions are not static. Indigenous legal traditions in particular have been
"comprehensively denied, disregarded and damaged through the concerted
efforts and willful blindness of colonialism," which presents "real
challenges to accessing, understanding and applying them today."'' 02 While
there may be some challenges to recognizing Indigenous legal systems in
Canada, including intelligibility, accessibility, equality, applicability and
legitimacy, these concerns are not sufficient to prevent their recognition. 03
John Borrows argues that "the implementation of Indigenous law could be
facilitated if Elders, politicians, judges, lawyers, and academics from each
of our communities drew analogies from bi-juridicalism and recognized
our country's multi-juridical character." 1 4
The Federal Court of Canada has begun to consider Indigenous legal
traditions in the resolution of disputes. Through the work of the Aboriginal
Bar Liaison Committee, the Federal Court has developed a practice note
for the use of alternative dispute resolution processes in disputes that arise
between First Nations. The practice note is premised on the idea that the
Federal Court rules are sufficiently flexible to use the resources within a
First Nation, such as Elders and Indigenous legal traditions, to resolve
election and governance disputes.' 05 The Committee also developed
practice guidelines on Elder testimony and oral history, which are now
06
Part IV of the Federal Court's AboriginalLitigationPracticeGuidelines.'
These guidelines were specifically developed to offer a procedure to
facilitate Aboriginal Elders' evidence that balanced Court requirements

101. Hadley Friedland, "Accessing Justice and Reconciliation: Final Report" (2014) Indigenous Bar
Association I at 17, online: <indigenousbar.ca/indigenouslaw/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/iba-air
final report.pdf5.
102. Ibid at 4.
103. Borrows, Indigenous Constitution,supra note 93 at 137-176.
104. Ibidat 177.
105. Canada, Federal Court Aboriginal Bar Liaison Committee, Practice Note: Judicial Review
Applications/ADR Project Involving FirstNations, DiscussionDraft (Ottawa: Federal Court, 15 April
2011) at para 3, online: CBA <cba.org/CBA/submissions/PDF/1 1-32-eng.pdf>.
106. Canada, Federal Court Aboriginal Law Bar Liaison Committee, AboriginalLitigation Practice
Guidelines (Ottawa: Federal Court, 2012), online: <cas-ncr-nter03.cas-satj.gc.ca/portal/page/portal/
fc cf en/Notices>.
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and Aboriginal sensibilities." 7 This demonstrates how space can be made
for Indigenous legal traditions within the Canadian legal system. The
revitalization of Indigenous peoples' legal and political systems is an
important aspect of undoing the ongoing violation of Indigenous peoples'
right to self-determination through the imposition of colonial political and
legal systems.
b. Inclusion within Canadianbody politic
The unilateral imposition of the Canadian constitutional and government
structure violates Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination. Canadian
courts have found that Quebec's right to self-determination is not denied
because Quebecers are not "denied access to government. Quebecers
occupy prominent positions within the government of Canada. Residents
of the province freely make political choices and pursue economic, social
and cultural development within Quebec, across Canada, and throughout
the world. The population of Quebec is equitably represented in legislative,
executive and judicial institutions."' 108 Indigenous peoples have not had
the same experience with mainstream legal and political institutions.
Therefore, this issue must be addressed to fulfill Indigenous peoples' right
to self-determination in the context of political status within Canada.
Indigenous peoples are not equitably represented in the judiciary,
particularly in the Supreme Court of Canada. 0 9 As stated above, there is
limited recognition of the role of Indigenous legal traditions. 0 Indigenous
peoples do not occupy prominent positions within the Government of
Canada or within Canadian political parties. They are not equitably
represented in the House of Commons."' Realizing Indigenous peoples'
right to self-determination may require changes to the Canadian electoral
system to ensure equitable participation of Indigenous peoples in federal
and provincial politics, where they wish to be part of the body politic of
Canada."2 One oft-cited example is the dedicated Maori seats in Aotearoa/
107. Ibid at 11.
108. Seccession Reference, supranote 27 at para 136.
109. Indigenous Bar Association, News Release, "Respecting Legal Pluralism in Canada; indigenous
Bar Association Appeals to Harper Government to Appoint an Aboriginal Justice to the Supreme
Court of Canada" (19 July 2011), online: IBA <indigenousbar.ca/pdf/news%20release.FINAL.jul%20
19%202011 .pdt. See also Canadian Bar Association, "Recognition of Legal Pluralism in Judicial
Appointments" (2005) Resolutions 1,online: CBA <www.cba.org/resolutions/pdf/05-01-A.pdf>.
110. Borrows, Indigenous Constitution,supra note 93 at 6.
111.Anna Hunter, "Exploring the Issues of Aboriginal Representation in Federal Elections"
(November 2003) Electoral Insight 27 at 33, n 2, online: Elections Canada <www.elections.ca/res/
eim/insight_2003.1le.pdf>. Her research found that "since Confederation, only 17 self-identified
Aboriginal people have been elected to the House of Commons. Currently, there are only four
Aboriginal members of Parliament out of 301."
112. Turpel, supra note 91 at 593.
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New Zealand in order to guarantee political representation." 3 Several
organizations have called for an Indigenous person to be appointed to the
Supreme Court of Canada to recognize Indigenous legal traditions as a
founding legal system in Canada, similar to the civil law." 4 Given the
failure of the existing legal and political system to include Indigenous
peoples, steps need to be taken to rectify this violation of Indigenous
peoples' right to self-determination.
c. Participationin decision-making
The third consideration for political status is the right to participate in
decision-making, which is a procedural right of Indigenous peoples
to "take part in decisions affecting their future.""' 5 The right to selfdetermination includes a right to be included within the Canadian body
6This is the ongoing aspect to self-determination, which "requires
politic. 11
a governing order under which individuals and groups are able to make
meaningful choices in matters touching upon all spheres of life on a
continuous basis."' 7 This requires a more meaningful way for Indigenous
peoples to participate in decisions that potentially impact them and their
rights than currently exists. 1 8 Article 18 of the Declarationrequires state
governments to work with Indigenous peoples to establish mechanisms
for them to participate in deciding on issues that affect them. Cooperative
measures must be developed to ensure Indigenous peoples are actively
involved in developing and potentially administering economic and social
programs. "9 It also requires that Indigenous peoples be consulted through
their own institutional mechanisms and processes. Decision-making
processes must allow Indigenous peoples sufficient time to engage their
own decision-making processes and allow for decision-making consistent

113. Catherine J Iorns, "Dedicated Parliamentary Seats for Indigenous Peoples: Political
Representation as an Element of Indigenous Self-Determination" (2003) 10:4 Murdoch UEJL 34.
114. For example, the Canadian Bar Association, the Indigenous Bar Association and the Canadian
Association of Law Teachers all have called for an Indigenous person to be appointed to the SCC.
The now defunct Law Commission of Canada also made the recommendation in the discussion
paper "Justice Within" (Law Commission of Canada, "Justice Within: Indigenous Legal Traditions,"
(Ottawa: LCC, August 2006), online: Government of Canada <publications.gc.ca/collections/
collection 2008/lcc-cdc/JL2-66-2006E.pdf> ).
115. Klabbers, supra note 24 at 189.
116. Franck, supra note 26 at 59.
117. S James Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in InternationalLaw, 2nd ed (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2004) at 106.
118. Human Rights Council, Final Report on the Study on Indigenous Peoples and the Right to
Participatein Decision-Making, UNGAOR, 18th Sess, UN Doc A/HRC/18/42 (2011) [HRC, Final
Report].
119. Declaration,supranote 8, arts 18, 19, 23.
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with their own cultural and social practices.120 This right to participate in
decision-making applies to Indigenous men and women equally.
The right to participate in decisions that affect their lives is set based
2
on the standard of free, prior and informed consent:'1 1
The element of "free" implies no coercion, intimidation or manipulation;
"prior" implies that consent is obtained in advance of the activity
associated with the decision being made, and includes the time necessary
to allow indigenous peoples to undertake their own decision making
processes; "informed" implies that indigenous peoples have been
provided all information relating to the activity and that that information
is objective, accurate and presented in a manner and form understandable
to indigenous peoples; "consent" implies that indigenous peoples have
agreed to the activity that is the subject
of the relevant decision, which
2
may also be subject to conditions.1
Participating in decision-making based on free, prior and informed consent
is "a requirement, prerequisite and manifestation of the exercise of their
23
right to self-determination, as defined in international human rights law."'
This standard for participation in decision-making is critical to ensuring
Indigenous peoples' participation in the Canadian body politic on noncolonial terms.
Unfortunately, Canadian law currently does not meet the international
standard. The Supreme Court has recognized that the honour of the Crown
includes an obligation to consult and accommodate Indigenous peoples'
concerns when contemplating conduct that may adversely affect their
rights.'24 It also requires consultation tojustify infringements of recognized
rights. 125 While this underlying legal principle accords with international
standards of participation in decision-making, the Court's interpretation
of consultation does not meet the standard of free, prior and informed
consent. In particular, the low end of the consultation spectrum only
requires the government to give notice, disclose information, and discuss
any issues raised in response to the notice. 126 Consent is a higher standard,
which emphasizes engaging in a process to reach agreement between the

120. HRC, Final Report, supranote 118 at annex, para 9.
121. See Declaration,supra note 8, arts 3-5, 10-12, 14, 15, 17-19, 22, 23, 26-28, 30-32, 36, 38, 40,
41.
122. HRC, Final Report, supranote 118 at para 25.
123. Human Rights Council, ProgressReport on the Study on Indigenous Peoples and the Right to
Participatein Decision-Making,UNGAOR, 15th Sess, UN Doc A/HRC/15/35 (2010) at para 34.
124. See HaidaNation v British Columbia (Minister of Forests), 2004 SCC 73 at para 35, [2004] 3
SCR 511 [HaidaNation].
125. See R v Sparrow, [1990] 1 SCR 1075.
126. Haida Nation, supranote 124 at para 43.
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parties. 127 Domestic jurisprudence indicates that consent is only relevant
2
to established rights, and perhaps only when the infringement is severe. 1
The lack of a more robust understanding of consent in Canadian law has
allowed Canadian courts to dismiss Indigenous peoples' own articulation
29
of the degree of impact on their rights.
The right to participate in decision-making is not limited to federal
and provincial decision-making, but also applies to decision-making at the
community level. Local participation is important because "[m]eaningful
and sustainable forms of self-determination must be worked out and
realized by indigenous peoples themselves at the local level in their own
communities through and by active community involvement and citizen
participation, not by indigenous representatives attending national or
international meetings."' 130 Canada should not interfere or undermine the
local or community level decision-making processes.
Consistent with the external aspects of the right to self-determination,
the right to participate in decision-making includes participation in
international law and policymaking forums, where Indigenous peoples'
rights and interests are potentially affected.' 3' It is important for Canada
to facilitate Indigenous peoples' participation in international meetings.
Canada should also work with Indigenous peoples when developing
positions on international matters that impact their rights.
2. Economic development
Economic development is important for self-determination to be
sustainable; therefore, self-determination includes the right to economic
development. Indigenous peoples have faced many problems in the
improvement of their economic conditions, reinforcing dependency
on colonial -governments, thereby undermining self-determination.
Successful economic self-determination is related to culturally appropriate
government institutions. When assertions of self-determination are backed
up "with effective and culturally congruent governing institutions,"
Indigenous communities have seen improvements such as "reduced
127. Andrea Carmen, "The Right to Free, Prior, and Informed Consent: A Framework for Harmonious
Relations and New Processes for Redress" in Hartley, Joffe & Preston, supra note 11, 120 at 124-125.
128. Haida Nation, supra note 124 at para 48. See also Delgamuulv v British Columbia, [1997] 3
SCR 1010 [Delgamuukvw] and Tsilhqot'inNation vBritish Columbia,2014 SCC 44, [2014] 2 SCR 256
[Tsilhqot 'in Nation].
129. See, e.g., Beckman v Little Salmon/CarmacksFirstNation, 2010 SCC 53, [2010] 3 SCR 103 and
Rio Tinto Alcan Inc v CarrierSekani Tribal Council, 2010 SCC 43, [2010] 2 SCR 650.
130. Rauna Kuokkanen, "Self-Determination and Indigenous Women's Rights at the Intersection of
International Human Rights" (2012) 34:1 Hum Rts Q 225 at 243.
131. Claire Charters, "A Self-Determination Approach to Justify'.mg Indigenous Peoples' Participation
in International Law and Policy Making" (2010) 17:2 Intl J Minority & Group Rights 215.
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unemployment, reduced welfare rolls, the emergence of viable and diverse
economic enterprises-both tribal and private-on reservation,lands, more
effective administration of social services and programs, including those
addressing language and cultural concerns, and improved management
of natural resources."'' 32 The interplay between economic development
and culturally appropriate political institutions highlights the need for all
aspects of self-determination to be considered when developing a process
that realizes the right to self-determination to promote reconciliation.
It is critical that Indigenous peoples set their own economic priorities
without state interference because all too often "even where national
policies are targeted for the benefit of indigenous peoples, they often
operate in a non-inclusive, top-down manner,"' 33 which perpetuates
economic dependence and a colonial relationship. Processes should start
with, or at a minimum include, community input in deciding development
priorities and plans. Development priorities "which take into account the
identity and culture of indigenous peoples through amongst others the
application of free, prior and informed consent, have a higher probability
of sustainability and success."' 31 4 Economic aspects of self-determination
should address concerns such as "evolving indigenous livelihoods, food
security, community governance, relationships to homelands and the
natural world, and ceremonial life" at the local and regional level to enable
"the transmission of these traditions and practices to future generations."' 35
The Declarationidentifies several components to the right to economic
development, key to realizing self-determination. The right includes
traditional economic activities and new means of economic development.
The Declaration recognizes Indigenous peoples' right to "maintain and
36
develop their political, economic and social systems or institutions."'
It continues to recognize a need for Indigenous peoples to "be secure in
the enjoyment of their own means of subsistence and development, and
'
to engage freely in all their traditional and other economic activities." 37
Indigenous peoples have the right to improve their economic conditions "in
the areas of education, employment, vocational training and retraining."' 38

132. Cornell, supranote 74 at 18.
133. UN, Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, "What Can We Do?: Activity Guide for the
Implementation of the Second International Decade of the World's Indigenous Peoples 2005-2014"
(2010) at 37, online: UN <www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfiUidocuments/Second-activity.guide.pdf>.
134. bidat 38-39.
135. Jeff Comtassel, "Toward Sustainable Self-Determination: Rethinking the Contemporary
Indigenous-Rights Discourse" (2008) 33:1 Alternatives: Global, Local, Political 105 at 119.
136. Declaration, supra note 8, art 20(1).
137. Ibid.
138. Ibid,art21(1).
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Achieving these improvements in economic conditions may require that
the state take special measures.'39 A final aspect of economic rights is "the
right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for exercising their
right to development."1 40 This includes the right of Indigenous peoples
to be involved in setting up and administering such programs.' 41 The
economic aspect of the right to self-determination is intricately connected
to Indigenous peoples' rights to their lands, territories and resources, as
much economic development is connected to the sustainable use of natural
resources.
To promote economic self-determination, legal impediments to
economic development must be removed, including those under section
35(1) and the Indian Act. Traditional economies as well as new forms of
economic development must be protected to ensure Indigenous peoples are
free to pursue their economic development given the modem realities of
the economy. To be in line with international standards, Canadian law must
respect Indigenous peoples' chosen methods of economic development,
which could include gaming or other new commercial enterprises. The
limitation on evolving rights to new commercial enterprises articulated in
Lax Kw 'alaamsmust be removed to promote Indigenous peoples' chosen
methods of economic development. The Van der Peet "central and integral
to the distinctive community pre-contact test" must be reinterpreted to
allow for new commercial activities. Reinterpreting section 35(1) would
better promote economic self-determination.
In addition to broadening the scope of section 35(1), laws meant to
recognize and protect Indigenous peoples' land rights must be improved.
Given the significant connection between Indigenous peoples' land rights
and economic development, outstanding land claims must be resolved.
The Inter-American Commission of Human Rights has recognized that the
British Columbia Treaty Commission treaty negotiation process is "not an
effective mechanism to protect the rights claimed by the petitioners."' 42
The effective protection of land rights requires improvements to modem
land claims and self-government processes, including under the British
Columbia Treaty Process, comprehensive claims processes, specific
claims processes, Treaty Land Entitlement Process and M6tis land claims

139. Ibid, art 21(2).
140. Ibid,art 23.
141. Ibid.
142. Hul'qumi'num Treaty Group v Canada (2009), Inter-Am Comm HR, No 105/09, at para 38,
Annual Report of the Inter American Commission on Human Rights: 2009, OEA/Ser.L/v/1 1./Doc. 51
corr. 1 [Hul'qumi'num].
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processes. 143 The creation of the Specific Claims Tribunal may provide
some assistance; however, the government's commitment to the process is
questionable given their application for judicial review of the Tribunal's
first decision: Williams Lake Indian Band v. Canada.'44
While negotiation is the preferred means to resolve these land claims,
courts
must be available as a neutral arbiter when land issues, such
the
as Aboriginal title claims, come to court. In 2009, the Inter-American
Commission of Human Rights (IACHR) concluded that judicial
considerations of Aboriginal title "do not seem to provide any reasonable
expectations of success, because Canadian jurisprudence has not obligated
the State to set boundaries, demarcate, and record title deeds to lands of
indigenous peoples," and thus do not provide an effective remedy for
outstanding land claims. 45 Since this determination there has been one
case, Tsilhqot'in Nation v. British Columbia, where Aboriginal title has
been recognized since the test was established in 1997.146 While postTsilhqot'in Nation the finding of the IACHR may be overstated, it is still
important that courts promote actual recognition, demarcation and legal
title to Indigenous peoples' lands.
There have been several concerns related to "Reserved" lands that
must be addressed as well. There have also been several calls to remove
the legal restrictions under the Indian Act to ensure that First Nations'
economic development is not hampered. However, simple privatization
and increased taxation powers may be of limited value to the majority
of First Nations in Canada because they may remove the protection of
the collective property right. 47 The federal policy on additions to reserves
may need modification in order to allow for newly acquired lands to be
143. There is much research on the limitations of these processes, and make many recommendations
for their improvements. See, e.g., Jennifer E Dalton, "Aboriginal Title and Self-Government in Canada:
What is the True Scope of Comprehensive Land Claims Agreements?" (2006) 22 Windsor Rev Legal
Soc Issues 29; Dame Evelyn Stokes, "Modem Treaty Making with First Nations in British Columbia"
(2000) 8:1 Waikato L Rev 117; Richard B Krehbiel, "Common Visions: Influences of the Nisga'a Final
Agreement on Lheidli T'enneh Negotiations in the BC Treaty Process"(2004) 11:3 Intl J Minority
& Group Rights 279; Jennifer E Dalton, "Aboriginal Self-Determination in Canada: Protections
Afforded by the Judiciary and Government" (2006) 21:1 CJLS 11; Catherine Bell & Karin Buss, "The
Promise of Marshall on the Prairies: A Framework for Analyzing Unfulfilled Treaty Promises" (2000)
63:2 Sask L Rev 667 and Larry N Chartrand, "Mdtis Aboriginal Title in Canada: Achieving Equality in
Aboriginal Rights Doctrine" in Kerry Wilkins, ed, Advancing AboriginalClaims: Visions, Strategies,
Directions (Saskatoon: Purich Publishing, 2004) 151. See also Canada, Royal Commission Reports,
supra note 6.
144. Williams Lake Indian Band v Canada,2013 SCTC 3.
145. Hul'qumi'num, supra note 142 at para 41.
146. Tsilhqot'in Nation, supra note 128, applying the test set out in Delgamuukw, supra note 128.
147. Mary Eberts, "Still Colonizing After All These Years" (2013) 64 UNBLJ 123. See also Susan
Campbell, "On 'Modest Proposals' to Further Reduce the Aboriginal Landbase by Privatizing Reserve
Lands" (2007) 27:2 Can J Native Studies 219.
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designated as reserve lands without undue delays and costs caused by
municipalities or other third parties.'48
Removing barriers to Indigenous peoples' economic development,
including commercial-economic rights and land rights is a critical
component to realizing self-determination that promotes reconciliation.
Economic development provides the financial basis to remove the
dependence on (and the associated control by) the Canadian government.
3. Social and cultural development
The final aspect of Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination is social
and cultural development. Canada has a long history of assimilationist
laws and policies. Hundreds of years of targeting Indigenous culture has
had negative ramifications on many Indigenous peoples' cultures. The
primary aim of the residential school system was to "kill the Indian in
'
the child."149
Any process whose aim is reconciliation must also protect

against the recreation of such assimilationist policies. There also needs
to be positive action taken to promote Indigenous peoples' culture and
cultural development to undo the damage caused by years of colonial
interference.
There is a strong interconnection between the success of any political,
legal or economic endeavour and the continuation of Indigenous cultures
because "[s]trategies that invoke existing human rights norms and that
solely seek political and legal recognition of indigenous self-determination
will not lead to a self-determination process that is sustainable for the
survival of future generations of indigenous peoples" as distinct peoples. 50
Culturally appropriate political structures and economic development
necessarily require an understanding of one's culture, values and teachings.
As Holder and Corntassel elaborate "collective rights claims are not just
about protecting cultural attachment; they are also about political voice
and gaining access to the processes which affect the physical and economic
151
conditions under which one lives."'

148. Canadian Bar Association Aboriginal Law Section, "Proposed Revisions to Policy on Additions
to Reserve and Reserve Creation" (2013), online: CBA <www.cba.org/cba/submissions/pdf/1343-eng.pdf>. See also Senate, Standing Committee on Aboriginal Peoples, Additions to Reserve:
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2012) (Chair: Gerry St Germain), online: <www.parl.gc.ca/Content/SEN/Committee/411/appa/rep/
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Truth and Reconciliation Commission," online: TRC <www.trc.ca/websites/treinstitution/index
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The Declaration includes provisions on social and cultural
development. It recognizes the right of Indigenous peoples to practice and
revitalize their cultural traditions and customs, including protection of
archeological and historical sites, artifacts, designs, ceremonies, visual and
performing arts, literature, spiritual and religious traditions, customs, and
ceremonies. 5 2 These cultural protections include the rights to maintain,
protect and have access in private to religious and cultural sites and to use
and control ceremonial objects.'53 Further, the state is obligated to enable
54
access to and/or repatriation of ceremonial objects and human remains.
Cultural protections also extend to traditional medicines, cultural
heritage, traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions
including human and genetic resources, knowledge of flora and fauna,
and sports and traditional games.'55 Canadian law does not meet these
standards, though a positive development occurred when an Ontario Court
recognized an Aboriginal right to traditional medicine. 5 6 As yet, there is
no national legislation in Canada for the repatriation of Indigenous objects
and remains, as there is in the United States.'57
Given the attack on Indigenous cultures, special measures to
ensure protection and revitalization of Indigenous peoples' cultures are
particularly important to prevent future assimilation policies. Here again
there is a need to modify the test for rights under section 35(1), which
currently freezes Indigenous cultures, practices and traditions to those
existing pre-contact. Indigenous peoples must decide for themselves the
significant and important cultural activities necessary for their survival as
distinct people within Canada.
By extension, a vital aspect of Indigenous peoples' social and cultural
development is the protection and promotion of Indigenous peoples'
languages.' 58 There is concern for the survival of Indigenous peoples'
languages because "fewer children are learning indigenous languages in the
traditional way, from their parents and elders .... In an increasing number of
cases, indigenous languages are used only by elders."' 5 9 The protection of
Indigenous languages is critical for the realization of other aspects of self-
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(codified as amended at 25 USC § 3001-3013 (1990)).
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determination. For example "customary laws of indigenous communities
are often in their languages, and if the language is lost the community may
not fully understand its laws and system of governance. Loss of language
also undermines the identity and spirituality of the community and the
individual."' 60 Some Indigenous peoples have developed programs for
children and adults to learn their Indigenous language, which may provide
a model upon which other Indigenous peoples can build. For example,
the Kanien'kehi:ka Onkwawdn:na Raotiti6hkwa Language and Cultural
Center developed a Haudenosaunee language immersion program,
including an adult immersion program which includes traditional cultural
knowledge. 6 ' Other Indigenous peoples have used modem technology to
develop online language dictionaries and translation programs in order to
62
promote and protect their languages. 1
Part of Indigenous peoples' cultural development must include new
and more appropriate educational opportunities because "[e]ducation is
also an empowerment right, through which economically and socially
marginalized individuals can obtain means to participate fully in their
communities and economies, and in the society at large.' 1 63 Education
can be "the primary means ensuring indigenous peoples' individual and
collective development."'' " It can promote the "enjoyment, maintenance
65
and respect of their cultures, languages, traditions and knowledge,"'
especially given the Declaration'srecognition of the right of Indigenous
peoples to be educated in their mother tongue. 166 The right to education in
the Declarationis broad and includes "education through their traditional
methods of teaching and learning, and the right to integrate their own
perspectives, cultures, beliefs, values and languages in mainstream
education systems and institutions."' 67 Proposals such as the federal First
160. Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, Report of the InternationalExpert Group Meeting on
Indigenous Languages, UNESCOR, 7th Sess, UN Doc E/C. 19/2008/3 (2008) at para 28.
161. For more information, see Kanien'Kehd:ka Onkwawrn: na Raotiti6hkwa Language & Cultural
Center, online: <www.korkahnawake.org/programs/community-programs-and-services>.
162. See, e.g., Online Cree Dictionary, online: <www.creedictionary.coml> or Ojibwe Peoples
Dictionary, online: <ojibwe.lib.unm.edu/>. There is also an Inuktitut language app, "Tusaalanga,"
available on iTunes.
163. Human Rights Council, Expert Mechanism Advice No. 1 (2009) on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples to Education, annexed to Human Rights Council, Study on Lessons Learned and Challenges
to Achieve the Implementation ofthe Right of IndigenousPeoples to Education, UNGAOR, 12th Sess,
UN Doc AIHRC/12/33 (2009) at annex, para I [HRC, Advice No 1].
164. Ibid at para 2.
165. Commission on Human Rights, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human
Rights and FundamentalFreedoms of Indigenous People, Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UNESCOR, 61st
Sess, UN Doc E/CN.4/2005/88 (2005) at para 14.
166. Declaration,supranote 8, art 14.
167. FIRC, Advice No 1, supra note 163 at para 3.
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Nations Education Act. or even the revamped First Nations Control Over
EducationAct are problematic because they are again a unilaterally created,
top-down paternalistic approach increasing government discretionary
powers over First Nations' education.
To ensure that education positively impacts Indigenous peoples'
cultural development, changes must be made in curricula and public
168
information to better reflect Indigenous peoples and their aspirations.
Again, some positive examples can provide a model for others to consider,
such as the Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba (TRCM) Treaty
Education Initiative, which has developed curriculum resources for
teachers on treaties and the treaty relationship. 69 The goal of the Treaty
Education Initiative is that "all Manitoba students should be expected to
demonstrate knowledge of the topics, concepts and understandings of the
Treaties and the Treaty Relationship by the end of grade 12."' The TRCM
has been training educators across the province on using the curriculum
since 2011.171 Educators must attend a two-day training session before
72
they can access the curriculum toolkit. 1
Indigenous peoples regaining control over their cultural development
will contribute to reconciliation because the underlying cause of colonial
domination emphasizing assimilation will be addressed, thus promoting
a relationship based on mutual respect and equality. The process of
fulfilling Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination, including
political, economic, social and cultural aspects, promotes reconciliation
by addressing the root causes of the problem.
Conclusion
While the right to self-determination has long been contentious in
international law, there is increasing clarity over the application and scope
of the right-it is a right of people to freely determine their political,
economic, social and cultural futures generally within the frames of
existing nation-states, but not exclusively. As recognized by the U.N.
Charter, the ICCPR and the Declaration,Indigenous peoples have a full
right to self-determination, including internal and external, aspects, and
Canada is obligated to respect and promote the realization of this right.
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Unfortunately, Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination has not
been realized in Canada. As this paper has argued, reconciliation cannot
occur until the underlying causes of colonial domination are addressed.
The residential school system is only one example where colonial law
intended to break down Indigenous peoples, their families, communities,
cultures, social structures and legal systems. While the treaties were an
initial exercise of Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination, Canada's
failure to uphold these agreements means that Indigenous peoples'
expressed free will is not being respected; rather, they remain subject to
colonial control. There are other examples where Indigenous peoples have
been denied the right to freely determine their political, economic, social
and cultural development. This paper has argued that the framework of
self-determination is a critical component in promoting reconciliation by
addressing the root causes of the problem.
The length and scope of this paper demonstrates the large nature of
the problem to be addressed through the reconciliation process. Realizing
self-determination of Indigenous peoples may require reconsideration of
the Canadian political and legal framework. Canada's current electoral
and political system may need modification to ensure Indigenous peoples
and their issues are equally represented.'73 The constitution may need
amendment to ensure room for Indigenous peoples'jurisdiction is properly
protected. 71 4 Indigenous legal traditions and their role within the Canadian
legal landscape must be recognized and accepted. Measures will need to
be put in place to ensure Indigenous peoples can effectively participate
in decisions that affect their lives,'75 including at the local, national and
international levels. 17 6 Indigenous peoples must have room to develop their
own economies and remove the reliance on and control by the Canadian
government. Particular attention must be paid to the social and cultural
revitalization of Indigenous peoples, including language education.
By taking action to address the ongoing violation of Indigenous
peoples' right to self-determination, the original relationship of peace
and friendship, with each retaining their sovereignty, will be restored,
thus contributing to reconciliation. This process will be long and
difficult. However, the Declaration,including its articulation of selfdetermination and the rights flowing from it, provides a solid framework
to work toward reconciliation. Through this reconciliation process,
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harmonious and cooperative relations between Indigenous people and
the broader Canadian society can be attained.

